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ÖCHSNER-BOOTE is a popular and well-known family busi-
ness. Already in the second generation, we stand for perfecti-
on, new development and technical attention to detail.
The years of experience are best transferred to the products 
and are very early integrated in the design and development 
of the boats.

In our own exhibition halls we offer the possibility to get com-
prehensive personally and individually adviced on all boat 
models.

By eliminating importers and dealers, we can offer our custo-
mers top quality at top prices.

Trailerability is extremely important to us. Therefore, we rely 
on our own trailers, which are finished with us and offer ideal 
settings for easy slipping and a pleasant ride on the road.

We can proudly claim to offer the largest trailable cabin cru-
iser with state-of-the-art WIDE-BEAM hull and exclusive living 
space. What was considered completely impossible years ago 
has been achieved by the team from Öchsner-boote.

We give our customers many tricks and techniques to help 
them fully enjoy the latest technology.

Each boat transfer includes a comprehensive instruction in the  
boat and a ride on the water including the slipping 
process. Only when you are satisfied, we are satisfied.

Your team from ÖCHSNER-BOOTE
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All our boats you can independently slip in and out.
In this way, you are able to plan and act completely 
independently. Once a slip point is available, you 
bring the boat into the water shortly.

Less weight means less draft in the water. Any mass 
that does not have to be accelerated below, but 
above the surface of the water helps to save ener-
gy. In this way we achieve low fuel consumption 
and your range increases noticeably.

In addition, you can drive into shallower waters and 
so reach places that were previously inaccessible.

Size and weight of the boats trailerable by a car is 
limited by law. For us, the theme of „trailer“ is an-
chored elementarily. Therefore, our boat models 
are developed on simple trailers from the first idea 
to the finished boat.

We only achieve this due to state-of-the-art manu-
facturing processes and the use of the latest ma-
terials. After all, our boats should absolutely meet 
the high safety and quality standards.

The simple transport of our boats gives you many 
advantages. The flexibility to independently trans-
port the boat to the desired location without 
having to deal with regulations, prohibitions or 
special permits creates a lot of freedom for our 
customers.

The lower weight, compared to conventional boats 
of comparable size, gives you more possible to-
wing vehicles. On the boat market, there are boat 
models with the same length that weigh 500kg - 
1,500kg more.

Individual equipment and different support loads 
of the towing vehicles influence the weight distri-
bution. It goes without saying that we therefore 
adjust our trailers to your boat for the best possib-
le ride comfort.

EASY TRAVELLING...
TRAILER
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... EXPLORE SOMETHING NEW



• Optimal lateral stability in rest or slow driving

• Still without special permission trailerable

• Extremely noticeable fuel economy

• 22% more engine power with the same driving characteristics

• Improved rough water properties

• Lower draft

• Maximum acceleration values

• Easy slipping 

• No restrictions when craning

WIDE-BEAM hulls are developed, produced and deli-
vered exclusively to the end customer by us. A combina-
tion of state-of-the-art production processes and com-
plex manual work is used for production in order to meet 
our high standards of quality and durability.

What makes the WIDE-BEAM hull special?
Compared to a conventional, V-shaped hull, the WI-
DE-BEAM hull ensures a stable side position when 
standing still thanks to its extended hull flanks and the 
resulting wider contact area on the water. With slow dis-
placement travel, the WIDE-BEAM technology results in 
ideal straight-line stability and convinces with a barely 
noticeable rise in the bow when accelerating.

As soon as the boat lifts out of the water, the side flanks 
only serve to stabilize or compensate for cross waves. 
The actual running comfort is now taken over by the 
trunk via its specially shaped stringers. This combination 
enables us to achieve top rough water driving charac-
teristics.

More buoyancy at the stern also reduces the draft and 
the mass that has to be accelerated by the water. The 
reduced friction reduces fuel consumption noticeably 
and up to 22% less engine power is required to get the 
boat on plane and keep it on plane very quickly.

FEATURES:WIDE-BEAM
HULL

STANDARD
HULL

WIDTH IS RUNNING...
-SKIPPER WASSERSPORTMAGAZIN-
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GRP-HONEYCOMB-STRUCTURE
We manufacture parts of the -Yachtline- models from a GRP honeycomb sandwich composite. This method is 
characterized by very good alternating strength under oscillating stress and dimensional stability with strong 
temperature fluctuations. This modern „honeycomb“ structure helps us to greatly reduce the weight and to 
optimize the stability and strength of the boat.

7

HANDCRAFTED
Our boats are completely manufactured by manual laying (hand-laminated). This allows us to implement 
more complex shapes, different wall thicknesses and our honeycomb structure. While other techniques are 
faster, they do not achieve this consistent build quality, the complexity of the parts, and in the end, they 
are much heavier.

LOW-WOOD-SYSTEM
This does not use wood to stiffen the hull, as in the conventional construction, but a complete laminate 
ribbed system. Due to this elaborate design your ship will keep its stability and safety as on the first day the 
entire boat life, despite moisture and other influences.

DOUBLE-SHELLED HULL
The double-shelled hull construction made of fiberglass-reinforced plastic (GRP) also ensures high stability 
and is lighter than a conventional hull. It offers you the greatest possible safety and, due to intermediate 
ventilation, ensures a pleasant climate in the cabin.

SAFETY
FIRST

77



BEST SERVICE
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WEIGHT
Especially the weight is a sensitive topic. We are often asked: „The boat is really 
trailerable? Without tricks?“ Our boats are naturally weighed. The larger models we 
weigh together in the presence of the customer at the handover. Only then we can 
send you with a clear conscience on the journey.

BOAT HANDOVER
We take a lot of time for briefing and handing over the boats. All our customers 
receive a detailed training including tips and tricks for your boat. Of course we also 
take the time to answer all your questions.

INSTRUCTION
In the online portal you will also find the instructions and explanations for your 
boat as a video. So you can already prepare for your boat and, if necessary, refresh 
everything again.

ONLINE ACCESS
As an additional service, we provide an online portal where our customers can find 
Owner‘s Manual, Declarations of Conformity, Manuals and many other documents 
related to your boat. Service work and repairs can also be ordered online.

TEST REVIEWS
Our boats are regularly tested by various specialist magazines. These tests are also 
available online for everyone.

EXPERIENCE REPORTS
Our customers are invited to share their experiences with others. On our homepage 
you can see reports from our customers about all boat models. So you have the 
opportunity to benefit from the practical experience of our boaters.
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SX20

-YACHTLINE-
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SX20 -YACHTLINE-



TOTAL LENGTH 5,95 m

TOTAL WIDTH 2,28 m

TOTAL WEIGHT 
with engine and trailer

from 
1.500 kg

PERSONS 6

CE-KATEGORY C

CABINS / BEDS 1 / 2+1

TOTAL HEIGHT
on trailer 2,52 m

DRAFT in 
shallow water position 0,42 m
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EASY TO 

  TRAIL

SX20 -YACHTLINE-SX20 -YACHTLINE-
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EASY TO 

  TRAIL

The double-shelled cabin with intermediate ventilati-
on ensures a good room climate. It is separated from 
the cockpit by a lockable and tinted sliding door and 
offers a lot of space and comfort with the large lying 
area. Double bed, mirrors, storage under the mattress 
and generous side storage compartments are our 
standard.

The dressing area, which can also be used as a lying 
surface thanks to inlaid cushions, maximizes the space 
available.

Interior & exterior upholstery in mocca with contras-
ting decorative and fell seams, this creates a very ap-
pealing appearance and a long dimensional stability 
of the individual upholstered elements.

On the portside and starboard side there are spacious 
storage compartments, which provide enough spa-
ce for clothing due to the large cabin length. There is 
plenty of space for additional luggage under the en-
tire bed area. The shelf in the bow can also be used as 
a step to access the foredeck through the large hatch.

The pantry block made of an easy-care 
and rounded GRP molding contains a 
large sink with pre-installed water drain, 
side ventilation windows and a skylight.

The toilet room is ergonomically desi-
gned and can be equipped with a corre-
sponding toilet system. The side window 
provides ideal ventilation.

SX20 -YACHTLINE-SX20 -YACHTLINE-



The bow lying area can be reached either via the gangway on both 
sides or through the large hatch in the cabin.

Huge and easily accessible storage compartments under the 
U-shaped rear bench take your necessary on-board equipment 
such as ropes, life jackets, folding bicycles or snorkeling equipment 
of the family.
In the front area of the cockpit is a special compartment for the 
necessary fenders and an interior mold for personal items such as 
suntan lotion, capy or mobile phone are integrated into the side 
wall.

Under the sliding door there is a small shelf that offers a safe place 
for sea charts, books or magazines.

Easy and convenient access through the rear entrance. Easy-care 
material selection, longevity even under UV and salt water use and 
a great look are the focus of the generously held outdoor area.
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Stainless steel bow fitting with anchor box and anchor fastening system.
Open pulpit allows convenient entry and exit.
Massive stainless steel cleats for easy and safe docking of your ship.

Ventilated seats with flip-up function 
guarantee unlimited driving pleasure.

Sunbathing or reading - the sun loun-
ger cushion can do both...

... and offers two mounting options for 
lying and sitting.

SX20 -YACHTLINE-SX20 -YACHTLINE-
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Easy synchronization
You can plan your next trip from the comfort of your 
own home, set waypoints and download maps. These 
are seamlessly synchronized to the on-board chartplot-
ter.

16

Full control
Our chartplotter has integrated Wi-Fi. The correspon-
ding app lets you view the complete chartplotter incl. 
All functions from your tablet or smartphone.

Matching maps can be downloaded directly from the 
ActiveCaptain app. This ensures at all times that your 
map material is compatible with the device and you 
receive the existing updates.

Map or device updates can be conveniently viewed 
and downloaded at home. The updates are automati-
cally installed on the next visit on board.
The expansion of SD cards and updates via the compu-
ter are a thing of the past.

Join the community
Everyone has the opportunity to rate marinas or attrac-
tions and give feedback.
You can retrieve this information no matter where you 
are.

SX20 -YACHTLINE-SX20 -YACHTLINE-



An upholstery element from the cabin is used in the cockpit 
to increase the lying surface

17
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TOURING-PACKAGE

Camper cover 
Fully enclosed cockpit area with comfortable headroom

Cockpitpersenning 
Made of lightweight and durable material

Refrigerator 
Including ice box

Toilet facility
With integrated and removable chemical tank

Double battery system
Including battery selector switch

Water pressure system
With stern shower, water tank and tap at the sink

SX20 -YACHTLINE-SX20 -YACHTLINE-
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FLEXIBLE SPACE OFFER

COMFORTABLE
SUNDECK CUSHION

LARGE TOILET FACILITY
19
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20 -YACHTLINE-

PROGRAMMED FUEL INJECTION (PGM-FI)
The state-of-the-art computer-controlled gasoline injection sys-
tem enables a precisely metered amount of fuel and ensures easy 
starting, a reduction in fuel consumption, optimized exhaust emis-
sions and extended mileage.
Both boaters and the environment benefit from state-of-the-art 
engine technology.

ECOMO (ECONOMY CONTROLLED MOTOR)
The engine‘s permanently controlled air / fuel mixture mini-
mizes pollutants resulting from combustion, e.g. nitrogen, hy-
drocarbon and carbon monoxide. This exclusive Honda tech-
nology easily undercuts the world‘s most important emission 
regulations and reduces fuel consumption by up to 13 percent 
compared with comparable models.

BLAST - Honda‘s exclusive control system can be used to adjust 
the optimum torque under all conditions by controlling ignition 
and fuel conditioning.

BOOSTED LOW SPEED TORQUE

ECONOMY CONTROLLED MOTOR
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SR25

-YACHTLINE-

TOTAL LENGTH 8,04 m

TOTAL WIDTH 2,48 m

TOTAL WEIGHT 
with engine and trailer

from 
2.500kg

PERSONS 7

CE-KATEGORY C

CABINS / BEDS 2 / 3+2

TOTAL HEIGHT 
on trailer 2,75 m

DRAFT in
shallow water postion 0,62 m
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The cabin has a double bed with fine upholstery design, 
which can be increased by using additional elements. In 
addition, also on the side of the bed extending shelves 
offer the possibility of stowing more utensils.

The adjoining single bunk is also equipped with comfor-
table cushions, which can be used in the cockpit to enlar-
ge the lying surface.

There is storage space under the partitioned cushions, 
which offers enough space for luggage and equipment 
even on longer tours.
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The functional sanitary room is spacious and has a toilet, sho-
wer and a sink. Storage space, a large mirror and a window 
complete the high-quality overall impression.

The gangway is secured on both sides by a railing at a comfor-
table height, which rises towards the bow and ends in an open 
pulpit with tread. Further safety is provided by 6 stainless steel 
cleats, which make it easy to put on the boat.

The instruments and gauges are arranged clearly in the 
cockpit and the height-adjustable steering wheel provides 
additional comfort on the driver‘s cab.

SR25 -YACHTLINE-SR25 -YACHTLINE-
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SR25 SeaLounge
Here, 2 people can enjoy the atmosphere at 
the stern of the boat to the fullest with a cool 
drink.
The height-adjustable headrest can be adjus-
ted individually.

-Chill & Go-
Water seat / gangway / bathing ladder 

Ideal for every beach holiday. Due to the in-
telligent technic, you can extend the gangway 
while mooring. When bathing, the gangway 
can be used as a bath seat at the water level.

Bathing platform
It creates a pleasant amount of space and fits per-
fectly into the design of the SR25 yachtline. An extra 
large bathing ladder helps getting in and out.
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Cockpit area/ stern seating area 
The cockpit of our SR25 testifies to 
true size. It can easily accommodate 
5 people on the U-shaped seating 
area. Due to a new technic, all back-
rests can be adapted to individual 
seating positions. In addition, the 
backrest can be completely lowered, 
creating a huge lying surface. Under 
the seat hides the easily accessible 
stern storage space. All this gives 
you the necessary flexibility and 
comfort for a relaxed time on your 
ship.

Multifunctional roof
The robust and practical multi-functio-
nal roof can be adjusted to the desired 
position, depending on the sun‘s posi-
tion. In addition, the optionally availa-
ble sun protection sail can be attached 
here.

27
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Pantry - the driver‘s cab can be converted 
into a pantry incl. sink. The table can be 
used here as a bar and be aligned to the 
bow or stern as needed. 

28

In the stern area, the table can also be 
used. You can align this either forward to 
the bed or back to the bathing platform, 
too.

28
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„EASY TO-DO“ - TECHNIC PACKAGE

Glass cockpit 10“
Chartplotter, instruments (free arrangement on request), music, etc. 

Speed control system
For your ideal cruising speed

Trim assistant 
For reduced consumption - completely automatically
Driving pleasure without compromise, ideal fuel efficiency

E-KEY System 
Keyless operation of the engine, start-stop

Electronic gear
For easy operation without effort, even in tight harbor maneuvers

Engine data display
In multi-functional display

Trip computer 
For the ideal overview (consumption values, average daily consumption, used fuel 
since the start of the day)

Waterski assistant
Volvo Penta‘s electronic train speed control system for wakeboarding and waterskiing 
ensures constant engine speed compliance even under varying load conditions.

Fuel pre-filter system
Including water separator for more safety

DAB+ antenna
For the modern transmission in the best sound quality, which also leaves room for 
program-accompanying additional information such as traffic data, title and artist or the 
latest news headlines.

Battery - Upgrade (AGM-Battery-Set)
This upgrade allows you to charge faster and with more power than conventional batte-
ries. If necessary, you can also deliver correspondingly larger amounts of electricity to 
electricity consumers.

Premium sound system
Speaker in the cockpit area, operation via glass cockpit

30
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SR25 -YACHTLINE-SR25 -YACHTLINE-

Glass cockpit system
The glass cockpit is designed for skippers who want high perfor-
mance, ease of use and built-in functions. The chartplotter with a 
large multitouch widescreen display presents all relevant informa-
tion and instruments clearly. The individual views can be adapted 
to your own needs.

E-KEY
The electronic „ignition key system“ from Volvo Penta. For engine 
start and stop at the touch of a button.

Best possible control
By using the EVC system, shifting can be performed accurately 
and with little effort.

Speed control system
A pre-set engine speed is maintained even in changing sea con-
ditions

Trim assistant 
Ensures a pleasant driving behavior and fully automatically cor-
rects the position of the Z-drive, which increases fuel efficiency 
enormously

Ultimate networked boat-app
With the free ActiveCaptain app, you can manage marine activi-
ties anywhere. It creates a simple but powerful connection bet-
ween your mobile device and the glass cockpit, map material and 
the boating community. You have unlimited access to your cards 
anywhere and can purchase new ones. Smart notifications display-
ed on the chart plotter keep you up to date and allow you to plan 
trips in advance. ActiveCaptain is also automatically synchronized 
with the chart plotter. You will receive notifications for software 
updates and can decide when they should be downloaded to the 
device.

Extended Auto Guidance
Just enter your destination and Garmin‘s patented Auto Guidance 
technology instantly scans appropriate maps and creates a secu-
re, virtual route on the display so you can avoid low bridges, shal-
low water and other obstructions on your road map.
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TOURING-PACKAGE

Side parts for the multifunctional roof (camper cover)
Made to measure in saddler quality, the side panels can be attached at the mul-
ti-functional roof and close the boat with a completely stable camper cover.

Cockpitpersenning
Protects the boat including bathing platform and multi-functional roof from en-
vironmental influences

Sunlounger - sundeck
Comfortable sunbed, very light high quality material, practical with compact pack 
size, easy to stow away

Sun protection sail - bow area
The sail is used to shade the sunbathing area at the bow

Sun Protection - side part
This side part, which is attached to the multi-functional roof, can also be shaded in 
the cockpit to starboard or port side

Electric ceramic toilet
with automatic flush and softclose function

Dirty water pump
For easy drainage at the push of a button, the tank can be emptied if necessary.

Electric anchor winch
With 25m chain, anchor galvanized, overload safety switch, VA automatic rolling, 
can be operated from the cockpit

Remote control for winch
For practical operation without having to stand at the driver‘s stand

Remote control for bow thruster
Makes any docking maneuver easy

GIANT BATHPLATFORM
MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROOF
BOWTHRUSTER
WATER SEAT
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29

-YACHTLINE-

TOTAL LENGTH 9,05 m

TOTAL WIDTH 2,55 m

TOTAL WEIGHT 
with engine and trailer

3.350 kg - 
3.500 kg

PERSONS 8

CE-KATEGORY B

CABINS / BEDS 3 / 6

TOTAL HEIGHT 
on trailer 3,28 m

DRAFT in 
shallow water position 0,60 m

29 -YACHTLINE-
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The room concept has been thought out down to the 
smallest detail. The step into the luxurious salon is also 
used sensibly and, due to its proximity to the pantry, can 
be used as a practical trash can, for example.

The comfortable bench in the salon can be converted into 
a comfortable lying surface with just a few simple steps. 
This is followed by a spacious wardrobe with clothes rail. 
The salon is complemented by practical shelves to clean 
up smaller items.
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29 -YACHTLINE-

The underfloor cabin with light and ventilation tower is spacious, 
high and bright. It offers a sleeping area for 2 people with comfor-
table cushions and 2 windows for ventilation.

29 -YACHTLINE-
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The luxurious owner‘s cabin is separated by a door from 
the salon and impresses with an impressive design fea-
tures. The ceiling and reading lights as well as the ge-
nerous window areas ensure optimum illumination of 
the cabin. Large storage spaces under the lying surface 
complete the standard premium class of the Yachtline 
series.

The sanitary room has a shower and around the sea toilet 
arrange a sink, storage and hanging elements and cup 
holders. The lighting is complemented by two bright 
windows, which also provide good ventilation.

Spacious storage compartments extend to the side of 
the double bed and the dressing area can be exten-
ded by inserting cushion elements into a continuous 
lying area.

29 -YACHTLINE-29 -YACHTLINE-



„EASY TO-DO“ - TECHNIC PACKAGE

Glass cockpit 10“
Chartplotter, instruments (free arrangement on request), music, etc.  

Speed control system 
For your ideal cruising speed

Trim assistant 
For reduced consumption - completely automatically
Driving pleasure without compromise, ideal fuel efficiency 

E-KEY System 
Keyless operation of the engine, start-stop

Electronic gear -best possible control-
For easy operation without effort, even in tight harbor maneuvers

Engine data display
In multi-functional display

Fuel pre-filter system 
Including water separator for more safety

Fresh water level indicator
Always be informed about the water reserve

Trip computer 
For the ideal overview (consumption values, average daily consumption, used fuel 
since the start of the day)

Waterski assistant
Volvo Penta‘s electronic train speed control system for wakeboarding and 
waterskiing ensures constant engine speed compliance even under varying load 
conditions.

DAB+ antenna
For the modern transmission in the best sound quality, which also leaves room for 
program-accompanying additional information such as traffic data, title and artist or 
the latest news headlines.

Battery - Upgrade (AGM-Battery-Set)
This upgrade allows you to charge faster and with more power than conventional 
batteries. If necessary, you can also deliver correspondingly larger amounts of electri-
city to electricity onsumers.

Premium sound system
Speaker in the cockpit area, operation via glass cockpit

29 -YACHTLINE-29 -YACHTLINE-
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Glass cockpit system
The glass cockpit is designed for skippers who want high perfor-
mance, ease of use and built-in functions. The chartplotter with a 
large multitouch widescreen display presents all relevant informa-
tion and instruments clearly. The individual views can be adapted 
to your own needs.

E-KEY
The electronic „ignition key system“ from Volvo Penta. For engine 
start and stop at the touch of a button.

Best possible control
By using the EVC system, shifting can be performed accurately 
and with little effort.

Speed control system 
a pre-set engine speed is maintained even in changing sea con-
ditions

Trim assistant 
ensures a pleasant driving behavior and fully automatically cor-
rects the position of the Z-drive, which increases fuel efficiency 
enormously

Ultimate networked boat-app
With the free ActiveCaptain app, you can manage marine activi-
ties anywhere. It creates a simple but powerful connection bet-
ween your mobile device and the glass cockpit, map material and 
the boating community. You have unlimited access to your cards 
anywhere and can purchase new ones. Smart notifications display-
ed on the chart plotter keep you up to date and allow you to plan 
trips in advance. ActiveCaptain is also automatically synchronized 
with the chart plotter. You will receive notifications for software 
updates and can decide when they should be downloaded to the 
device.

Extended Auto Guidance
Just enter your destination and Garmin‘s patented Auto Guidance 
technology instantly scans appropriate maps and creates a secu-
re, virtual route on the display so you can avoid low bridges, shal-
low water and other obstructions on your road map.

29 -YACHTLINE-29 -YACHTLINE-



TOURING-PACKAGE

Camper cover
With high quality stainless steel rods. The hood can be completely closed with the 
side panels very easy. With a headroom of 1.91m.
Including the „EASY to SUN“ function

Cockpitpersenning
Protects the boat from environmental influences

Sunlounger - sundeck
Comfortable sunbed made of high quality material

Electric ceramic toilet 
with automatic flush and softclose function

Dirty water pump
For easy drainage at the push of a button, the tank can be emptied if necessary

Electric anchor winch
With 25m chain, anchor galvanized, overload safety switch, VA automatic rolling, 
can be operated from the helm

Remote control for winch
For practical operation without having to stand at the driver‘s stand

Remote control for bow thruster
Makes any docking maneuver easy

29 -YACHTLINE- 29 -YACHTLINE-
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29 -YACHTLINE-
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LOTS OF SPACE 

PERFECT LIGHTWEIGHT

29 -YACHTLINE- 29 -YACHTLINE-
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BY 

INTELLIGENCE 



SRX30 -YACHTLINE-

SRX30

-YACHTLINE-
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SRX30 -YACHTLINE-

SRX30

-YACHTLINE-

TECHNISCHE DATEN

TOTAL LENGTH 10,23 m

TOTAL WIDTH 2,55 m

TOTAL WEIGHT
with engine and trailer

3.400 kg - 
3.500 kg

PERSONS 8

CE-KATEGORY B

CABINS / BEDS 3 / 5

TOTAL HEIGHT 
on trailer 3,03 m

DRAFT in 
shallow water position 0,62 m
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UNDERFLOOR CABIN
The large underfloor cabin creates a 
pleasant sleeping ambience for 2 per-
sons with its light and ventilation tower 
as well as the attractive design. The 
bed length is up to 2,20m.

SRX30 -YACHTLINE-SRX30 -YACHTLINE-

50

PANTRY
The indirect lighting ensures a very 
relaxed atmosphere.
Sufficient wall cabinets provide ad-
ditional space.
The stepped worktop is adapted to 
the quality wood interior and abso-
lutely easy to clean.

MODERN OWNER‘S CABIN
A lockable sliding door separates 
the owner‘s cabin from the salon and 
provides the necessary privacy.
The lying area is generously desi-
gned for 2 people.

BATHROOM
Wider, higher and lower than the 
predecessor, the SRX30 offers the 
largest bath in the Yachtline se-
ries. The 4x larger panorama roof 
window ensures maximum bright-
ness and pleasant indoor climate.
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SMART 
-No place will be given away-
Both steps can be opened and provide 
additional storage space.

The owner‘s cabin is now 
separated from the salon 
by a sliding door. This spa-
ce-saving solution creates a 
passage of maximum width.

51

SRX30 -YACHTLINE-SRX30 -YACHTLINE-
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The large and ergonomic table can 
be used, as required, in the salon, 
the cockpit or in the owner‘s cabin.



SRX30 -YACHTLINE-
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Best quality and love for the detail
Everywhere you can see the optimal use of space, 
the many years of experience and planning of our 
employees. Every detail deserves the greatest pos-
sible care, is 100% handmade and therefore abso-
lutely unique.

SRX30 -YACHTLINE-
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BIGGEST 
TRAILERABLE 

CABIN BOAT
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Cockpit / back seat area
The cockpit area of our SRX30 testifies to true 
greatness. It can easily accommodate 5 people 
on the L-shaped seating area. The backrest can 
be lowered completely, thus creating a huge lying 
surface. Inside the seat hides the easily accessible 
stern storage space. All this gives you the neces-
sary flexibility and comfort for a relaxed time on 
your ship.

Easy access to storage com-
partment 

The folded backrest forms a large lying surface

5454
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Multi-functional roof
The robust and practical multi-functional roof can be 
adjusted to the respective position depending on the 
position of the sun. In addition, the optionally availa-
ble sun protection sail can be fixed here.

Bathing platform
It creates a pleasant amount of space and fits perfec-
tly into the design of the SRX30 yachtline. An extra 
long bathing ladder helps with getting in and out.

-Chill & Go-
Water seat / gangway / bathing ladder
Ideal for every beach holiday. Due to the intelligent 
technology, you can maximally extend the gangway 
when docking. When bathing, the gangway can be 
used as a bath seat at the water level. In the vertical 
state you will get an extra extra long and wide swim 
ladder.

-Chill & Go- 
A combination of lowerable water 
seat area and an integrated gang-
way, which makes it easy to get out 
in any situation.

SRX30 -YACHTLINE-SRX30 -YACHTLINE-
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„EASY TO-DO“ - TECHNIC-PACKAGE

Glass cockpit 12“
Chartplotter, instruments (free arrangement as desired), music and much more.

Speed control system 
For your ideal cruising speed

Trim assistant 
For reduced consumption - completely automatically
Driving pleasure without compromise, ideal fuel efficiency 

E-KEY System 
Keyless operation of the engine, start-stop

Electronic gear -best possible control-
For easy operation without effort, even in tight harbor maneuvers

Engine data display
In multi-functional display

Fuel pre-filter system 
Including water separator for more safety

Fresh water level indicator
Always be informed about the water reserve

Trip computer  
For the ideal overview (consumption values, average daily consumption, used fuel 
since the start of the day)

Waterski assistant
Volvo Penta‘s electronic train speed control system for wakeboarding and 
waterskiing ensures constant engine speed compliance even under varying load 
conditions.

DAB+ antenna
For the modern transmission in the best sound quality, which also leaves room for 
program-accompanying additional information such as traffic data, title and artist or 
the latest news headlines.

Batterie - Upgrade (AGM-Battery-Set)
This upgrade allows you to charge faster and with more power than conventional 
batteries. If necessary, you can also deliver correspondingly larger amounts of electri-
city to consumers.

Premium sound system
Speaker in the cockpit area, operation via glass cockpit

SRX30 -YACHTLINE-SRX30 -YACHTLINE-
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Glass cockpit system
The glass cockpit is designed for skippers who want high perfor-
mance, ease of use and built-in functions. The chartplotter with a 
large multitouch widescreen display presents all relevant informa-
tion and instruments clearly. The individual views can be adapted 
to your own needs.

E-KEY
The electronic „ignition key system“ from Volvo Penta. For engine 
start and stop at the touch of a button.

Best possible control
By using the EVC system, shifting can be performed accurately 
and with little effort.

Speed control system
a pre-set engine speed is maintained even in changing sea con-
ditions

Trim assistant 
ensures a pleasant driving behavior and fully automatically cor-
rects the position of the Z-drive, which increases fuel efficiency 
enormously

Ultimate networked boat-app
With the free ActiveCaptain app, you can manage marine activi-
ties anywhere. It creates a simple but powerful connection bet-
ween your mobile device and the glass cockpit, map material and 
the boating community. You have unlimited access to your cards 
anywhere and can purchase new ones. Smart notifications display-
ed on the chart plotter keep you up to date and allow you to plan 
trips in advance. ActiveCaptain is also automatically synchronized 
with the chart plotter. You will receive notifications for software 
updates and can decide when they should be downloaded to the 
device.

Extended Auto Guidance
Just enter your destination and Garmin‘s patented Auto Guidance 
technology instantly scans appropriate maps and creates a secu-
re, virtual route on the display so you can avoid low bridges, shal-
low water and other obstructions on your road map.
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TOURING-PACKAGE

Side parts for the multifunctional roof (camper cover)
Made to measure in saddler quality, the side panels can be attached at the mul-
ti-functional roof and close the boat with a completely stable camper cover. There is 
sufficient ventilation provided by two integrated ventilation systems.

Cockpitpersenning
Protects the boat from environmental influences

Sunlounger - sundeck
This side part, which is attached to the multi-purpose roof, can also be shaded in the 
cockpit to starboard or port side

Sun protection sail - bow area
The sail is used to shade the sunbathing area at the bow

Sun Protection - side part
This side part, which is attached to the multi-functional roof, can also be shaded in 
the cockpit to starboard or port side

Electric anchor winch
With 25m chain, anchor galvanized, overload safety switch, VA automatic rolling, 
can be operated from the cockpit

Remote control for winch
For practical operation without having to stand at the driver‘s stand

Remote control for bow thruster
Makes any docking maneuver easy

SRX30 -YACHTLINE-SRX30 -YACHTLINE-
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DINGHY - PACKAGE

Trim flaps
The specially adjustable lamella technology provides the ideal lateral and bow balance 
at the touch of a button and for improved sliding properties with carried dinghy.

Electric stern winch
With this you can pull your dinghy easily out of the water
-it can‘t be more comfortable-

Stern refitting
Extra reinforced and adapted stern construction for carrying the dinghy up to 60kg

Slipping assistance / slip roller / gangway roller
to ensure a smooth process

Additional telescope ladder
provides an additional entry point to the gangway / ladder combination

LED light package
Underwater lighting and indirect illumination of the side emblems in the stern area. 
Ideal for beautiful ambience of the underwater world and for evening landings

The included winch makes it easy to lift a RIB boat 
out of the water within seconds.

Illustration shows SR30 -Yachtline-
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MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ROOF
WATER SEAT & GANGWAY
DINGHY-PACKAGE
TRAILERABLE
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OUR INBOARD ENGINE TECHNIC

THE HIGHER POWER REAR POWER PACK
The Volvo Penta Aquamatic rear-wheel drive is a perfectly tuned package, with each part designed 
to work seamlessly and smoothly. Benefit from many advantages like this:

• Duoprop for better handling and higher performance
• Fresh water cooling for longer life standard
• Low center of gravity for a more comfortable ride
• Unspoilt stern for easy access to the water
• Lower fuel consumption
• The lower noise and vibration development ensures more comfort on board
• Improved handling and easier maneuvering
• Compact, integrated system at the stern offers more space for the engine
• Higher fuel efficiency - better performance due to better propeller shaft angles
• Tipping up function of the drive as impact protection
• The exhaust gases are directed by the drive into the propeller flow and away from the boat
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TRIMMING FOR A BETTER DRIVING EXPERIENCE
The rear-wheel drive has a trimmer, that means that the drive 
angle and thus also the propeller jet can be adjusted vertical-
ly. This ensures that the hull runs in all conditions at an optimal 
angle to the water surface. If you choose the optional Powertrim 
Assistant, this software will automatically take care of adjusting 
and optimizing the drive trim for the best possible driving po-
sition. The function brings you quickly into the gliding ride and 
compensates wind and load.

BETTER GRIP IN THE WATER
The larger effective propeller blade area of the counter-rota-
ting duoprop propellers delivers unmatched performance, agile 
handling and excellent grip in the water. For you, this means 
more fun at any speed.

EFFICIENCY YOU CAN FEEL
Due to the larger effective propeller blade area, Aquamatic Duo-
prop engines are more efficient and save up to 30 percent fuel. 
With the direct injection, you get more energy out of every drop 
of fuel. In addition, variable timing optimizes every movement of 
the intake and exhaust valves in terms of speed and load. The 
bottom line is that it means you get more torque and accelerati-
on in all engine speeds.

PLEASURE IS IN THE CENTER
Volvo Penta‘s speed control automatically keeps the engine at 
a constant speed during load changes, such as when a wake-
boarder is tightly cruising, turning maneuvers or when the sea is 
rough. The engine makes micro adjustments to the throttle, so 
you can focus on driving pleasure.

FIRST-CLASS FUEL EFFICIENCY
An Aquamatic Duoprop system offers high efficiency and high 
performance while reducing fuel consumption by up to 30 
percent compared to most inboard and outboard applications.

DUOPROP (double propeller)
With this drive package, you get an engine and a drive train 
that are harmoniously matched to each other. So the tremen-
dous torque can be translated into superior power and per-
formance for the ride.
Duoprop propellers are designed as an integral part of the 
propulsion system and offer extremely efficient and calcula-
ble handling:
- No wheel effect
- Closer turning circle
- Improved straight-line stability
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The pictured boats can, contrary to the basic equipment, show 
special equipment, which is not included in the basic price. Th-
erefore, discuss all details with your sales person before purcha-
sing.
Pictures can easily differ from reality by further facelifts.
Colors may differ from the color in this booklet.
Some of the pictures are photomontages, as it was not possible 
to take pictures in the sea before the printing deadline.
Products can change at any time without announcement and 
may very depending on local conditions and requirements.

Printing errors, typographical errors, changes and errors excep-
ted.
Printed sketches are not necessarily true to scale.

Always worth to click: 
www.oechsner-boote.de
Here you will find all the news, test reports and current informa-
tions about our product range.

Copyright 
All photos, pictures and texts used in this brochure are the 
property of Öchsner-boote GmbH & Co. KG You will find reviews and test reports on www.oechsner-boote.de
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